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The X-ray ultraMicroscope (XuM) is an SEM-based projection X-ray microscope that allows X-ray images to be recorded with resolution better than 100 nm [1-3]. The projection method for X-ray microscopy is very simple in principle: X-rays from the source pass through the sample to form a projected image at the detector and magnification is varied by moving the sample between the source and the detector. XuM images exploit both absorption contrast and phase contrast to reveal fine internal structure and edge detail.

A sub-micron X-ray source is obtained from the interaction of the electron beam with a metal target. The target is typically an inclined bulk target or a thin foil target viewed edge-on using a direct-detection CCD X-ray camera.

One factor limiting XuM resolution is the volume of X-ray generation within the target. The recorded X-ray image is equivalent to the image from an ideal point source convoluted with the X-ray source distribution as viewed from the detector (for magnification >>1) and taking into account X-ray absorption within the target and sample and detector efficiency. In principle, image resolution can be improved by deconvolution if the X-ray source distribution is known. With the imaging geometry used here the X-ray source distribution is asymmetric in shape and as a result image features may be distorted. Compare for example Fig. 1, which shows vias in an integrated circuit recorded using 30 keV electrons and a bulk Pt target inclined at 45°, with Fig. 3 where a 50 nm thick Pt foil target viewed edge-on was used. In Fig. 3 the bright fringe surrounding each via is due to Fresnel diffraction and resolution is not limited by the X-ray source size; fringe width is ~120 nm. In Fig. 1 a faint, dark horizontal band can be seen running through the top of each via and the Fresnel fringe is not visible there. Image degradation in Fig. 1 is due to the larger, asymmetric X-ray source distribution of the bulk target compared to that of the 50 nm thin foil target.

The Monte Carlo approach is a standard method for modeling the interaction of high energy electrons within a material and for simulating the production of various electron, X-ray and other signals. The program SS_MC uses the single-scattering Monte Carlo method [4] to model the production of characteristic and bremsstrahlung X-rays. Pre-calculated arrays are used to speed up the calculation; these arrays can be graphed. SS_MC allows for up to four target layers containing a total of four elements with arbitrary electron beam direction and position and arbitrary detector position. The calculation tracks K, L, M and bremsstrahlung (60 energies) X-ray generation and electron energy loss and accounts for absorption within the target and sample and for detector efficiency. These data are projected onto a plane normal to the beam origin/detector direction centered on the beam position (401x401 element arrays). Individual or combined arrays can be
graphed as a surface plot or as various line profiles with or without absorption corrections allowing the distribution of the various X-ray types within the target to be studied in detail. The modeled X-ray source distribution can be written to file for use in image deconvolution. X-ray generation data as a function of depth (100 slices) are also stored and can be used to simulate X-ray spectra.

The X-ray source distribution for the bulk Pt target was calculated using SS_MC assuming a point electron source and ideal detector point spread function, see inset in Fig. 1 (x8 scale compared to the images). Note that the X-ray source distribution is sharp at the bottom and sides but has a broad fan at the top (contrast has been adjusted significantly to show this broad fan). It is this broad fan that degrades the upper side of image features in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the result of deconvolution using the model source distribution. It can be seen that deconvolution has removed the dark band and has restored the Fresnel fringe all the way around the vias; this significantly aids image interpretation. Image resolution after deconvolution is better than 200 nm. Deconvolution allows thicker targets to be used while maintaining resolution giving higher X-ray intensity which in turn allows shorter acquisition time. Deconvoluted images are subsequently processed using phase retrieval methods.

The Monte Carlo program SS_MC will be described and results of image deconvolution using model X-ray source distributions will be presented.

Fig. 1: vias imaged using bulk Pt target and 30 keV electrons with inset showing model X-ray source distribution (x8 scale); Fig. 2: Fig. 1 after deconvolution; Fig. 3: vias using 50 nm thin foil Pt target and 30 keV electrons (different area to Fig. 1). Image width is 4 µm (10 nm/pixel).
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